Civil Liability Insurance (arranged by the Organisers)
The Organisers have, in accordance with the legislation in force, arranged Civil Liability
insurance specifically for sports events involving motorised land vehicles.
This covers your Vehicle Civil Liability towards third parties up to the limits below per claim:
- €500,000 for loss or damage to property,
- €6,500,000 for physical injury,
- or minimum applicable in Morocco.
The purpose of this policy is therefore to cover the financial consequences of your civil
liability which you may incur in the event of accident, fire or explosion suffered during the
course of the Rally:
- as the result of physical injury or material loss or damage caused to third parties, to
government agents or to any other public body involved in enforcing order, or in organising
or controlling the Rally;
- from physical injury or material loss or damage caused to other competitors during road
sections and selection stages; but in the course of the selection stages only if your liability
can clearly be determined and proven without ambiguity.
The policy also covers the financial consequences of civil liability on the part of drivers with
respect to their teammates and passengers as the result of incidents occurring on sections of
public roads not for private use (including during the road sections) and during the selective
sections provided the liability of the driver can be proven.
This insurance policy arranged by the Organisers does not, under any circumstances, cover
(non-exhaustive list):
- accidents caused by strikes, riots or civil unrest, or by civil war or war abroad;
- the insured party's liability in the event of accidents caused though his deliberate or
fraudulent misconduct;
- the insured party's liability in the event of loss or damage suffered to goods which he owns,
has leased, or of which he is acting as depository or guardian;
- fines;
- the theft of vehicles, spare parts or any other property (therefore in the event of theft
occurring in a country which the Rally crosses, the Organisers cannot be held liable).
Period of cover:
The rally’s third party liability insurance covers vehicles on the official route of the rally,
from your passage through technical scrutineering on 6th May 2017 to, at the latest, the
podium ceremony at the finish of the rally on 12th May 2017 at 11.59 p.m.
The vehicles must be insured locally – Morocco- by your own insurance policy outside this
period, from your withdrawal from the race, should this occur, or for any movement
outside the scope of the rally.

WARNING:
This insurance policy covers the vehicle civil liability participating in the Rally on the official
Rally route (Selective and Road Sectors), marked out by the Organisers.
Owners must also insure locally their vehicles driven outside the official Rally route,
including before the technical scrutineering or after they have been abandoned.
The insurance policy carries on covering vehicles out of the race or having been abandoned
until the very evening of the abandon.
Important: Any accident must be declared to the Race Director or the Head of Competitor
Relations within 24 hours. The Competitor or the Team Manager must write the declaration
and mention inside the accident circumstances and the witnesses ‘contact details.
In this way, competitors commit on the Merzouga Rally 2017 in full knowledge of the risks
that their participation in this Rally may involve.

